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A century on

ohn Muir, the grand old man of the Sierra Nevada, died 100 years ago in a Los
Angeles hospital bed with only an unfinished book manuscript for company.1 He
was seventy-six years old. In the final year of his life he had been stung by betrayal,

losing the fight of his life: his beloved Hetch Hetchy Valley in Yosemite would soon

be dammed to serve the water and power demands of a booming San Francisco.2 Yet,
here he was, still proselytizing—from his deathbed—on the wonders of nature.
A century later, is anyone still listening?
In his time Muir was a hugely popular writer, environmental activist, and a wellregarded scientist. But how many people actually read his works today? I suspect that
most people recognize his name only from the parks, trails, and schools that bear his
name. Although his writing was enormously popular in its day, it is somewhat florid to
modern ears, as in this passage on Yosemite: ‘‘The rose light of dawn creeping higher
among the stars, changes to daffodil yellow; then come the enthusiastic sunbeams
pouring across the feathery ridges, touching pine after pine, spruce and fir, libocedrus
and lovely sequoia, searching every recess until all are awakened and warmed.’’3
Likewise, his scientific work was groundbreaking at the time, but today is considered
more in line with good natural history than science.
Still Muir’s influence may be felt by every Californian in the vast lands that have
been set aside for wilderness, parks, and conservation areas. His science may have
faced some revisions4, but Muir’s philosophy is still fundamental to our perceptions of
what nature is, why it should be valued, and how it must be managed.5,6 How relevant
is that philosophy today? Muir’s power to inspire his contemporaries—from presidents
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on down—was nearly supernatural. Can the old man still

system. His direct efforts led to the creation of Yosemite

move us to deep contemplation or raise our hackles in pas-

and Sequoia National Parks in 1890, and the model he

sion about what nature is and how we treat it?

advanced resulted in the addition of seven other national

Muir believed that nature revealed the hand of the creator

parks in California, from Lassen in 1916 to Pinnacles in

and was, therefore, superior to the works of man. He

2013. Add to this the many other National Park Service

believed that animals, plants, and even rock formations

lands, such as the Santa Monica National Recreation Area

must be protected against wanton destruction. In turn,

and the Point Reyes National Seashore, and there is a total of

immersion in wilderness, he believed, is important for the

7,599,139 acres of national park lands in California. In total,

physical and spiritual health of human beings. As he wrote

the federal government controls 44,087,309 acres of Cali-

in his book on national parks, ‘‘Thousands of tired, nerve-

fornia, a staggering 43 percent of the state.8

shaken, over-civilized people are beginning to find out that

But federal agencies weren’t always protection-minded

going to the mountains is going home; that the wilderness

enough for Muir. He had a very public falling out with

is a necessity; and that mountain parks and reservations

Gifford Pinchot, first chief of the US National Forest Ser-

are useful not just as fountains of timber and irrigation

vice. Their initial parting was over Pinchot’s support of

7
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waters, but as fountains of life.’’ Preserving nature is

sheep grazing on forestlands, and the schism intensified

a life-sustaining quid pro quo.

when Pinchot became a leading advocate for the Hetch

Muir feared that state and local governments could be

Hetchy reservoir proposal. During that battle, Muir

induced by powerful special interests to sell off the nation’s

declared: ‘‘Pinchot seems to have lost his head in coal and

wild lands, so he campaigned for a strong national park

timber conservation, & forgotten God and his handiwork.
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He has been our worst enemy in our park fight.’’9 At that

to him remain. Wild and semiwild landscapes continue to

time, wilderness ‘‘preservationists’’ like Muir often battled

disappear under development. Managing tourists in Yose-

with ‘‘conservationists’’ such as Pinchot who believed the

mite remains a complicated challenge. San Francisco keeps

primary role of the nation’s forests was more utilitarian—to

its grip upon Muir’s beloved Hetch Hetchy Valley.

provide timber and other resources—rather than spiritual.

But other modern challenges dwarf these concerns.

Utilitarian or not, the Forest Service has protected millions

Expected upheaval from climate change and a growing

of acres of California forestland.

population larger than anything Muir could have imagined

The Sierra Nevada still holds one of the most alluring

threaten the very heart of his preservationist, wilderness-

places on Earth in the Yosemite Valley. East of the Sierra

centric vision for California. At present rates of greenhouse

Crest, the oldest living trees in the world still cling to the

gas production, the average global temperature will likely

peaks of the White Mountains. Mount Shasta in the north

increase by around 7 degrees Fahrenheit by the end of the

remains majestic, snowcapped, and forest clad. The world’s

twenty-first century. In California, the impact of this anthro-

tallest trees, redwoods, still march down to the sea from

pogenic climate change will vary by location and season.

ancient strongholds in Del Norte and Humboldt Counties.

Yosemite and the High Sierra could experience an increase

Much of the Mojave Desert is as remote and eerily beautiful

of 5 degrees in winter temperatures and 7 degrees in sum-

as a century ago. California remains a state of unsurpassed

mer temperatures. The annual Sierra snowpack will

natural grandeur and incredible natural diversity. The pres-

decrease and the timing of snowmelt will advance earlier

ervation of these lands over the past century would have

into spring.10, 11, 12 As the Sierra Nevada warms, many botan-

delighted Muir, I am sure, even while problems familiar

ical life zones will shift upward. Subalpine conifer woodlands
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and lodgepole pine forest will replace significant portions of
13

the alpine vegetation that Muir studied.

harmony of the forest, on one hand, and on the other, to the
value of timber reserves. The Forest Service and other agen-

The ramifications of these climatic changes should not be

cies made an intense effort to put out all forest fires, but fire

underestimated. In 1871, Muir discovered Black Mountain

is a natural part of western conifer forests. Periodic fires

Glacier in the Sierra Nevada.14,15 By 1977 it had vanished.16

keep fuel loads low and stands of trees thinned out, which

Today there are 122 mapped glaciers in the Sierra Nevada,

reduces the spread of diseases and pathogens such as the

and an analysis of fourteen of them shows that since Muir’s

bark beetle. A century of vigorous fire suppression coupled

time they have shrunk by 31 to 78 percent. If current warming

with climate change has fostered conditions that promote

and melting trends continue, every single Sierra Nevada gla-

more destructive fires.19,20

17

It is clear that Muir’s goal of preserving nature exactly as it

Prolonged drought can cause the direct mortality of

was in a specific moment of time is not only impossible but

vulnerable trees, and it can also weaken their defensives

can be deeply harmful to ecosystems. Such an ethos will not

against pathogens such as pine bark beetles.18 The beetles

serve us in dealing with the environmental challenges of the

benefit from weakened trees, and they move to higher eleva-

twenty-first century. We must be adaptable, understanding

tions and regenerate faster due to the higher temperatures.

that some places we love deeply will indelibly change. We must

The desiccated, dead, and dying trees in turn provide fuel

be open to the new natures that will develop—novel and unan-

that promotes larger and more intense fires.

ticipated combinations of climate, landscape, and species.21

cier could be gone sometime over the next 50 to 250 years.
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Here, both Muir and Pinchot bear some responsibility.

Preservationist though he was, I think Muir would have

They saw forest fires as a threat to the natural beauty and

understood this. Through his writings on ancient glaciations
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Tree in Field, 2006, from A New Pastoral: Views of the San Joaquin Valley.
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and the Pleistocene history of giant sequoia, he showed a keen

has extended to good men of every nation, seeking freedom

interest in changes in climate, landscapes, and forests. The

and homes and bread. Let them be welcomed still as nature

questions he asked and connections he sought to make are

welcomes them, to the woods, as well as to the prairies and

the same ones modern climate change scientists ask when

plains. No place is too good for good men, and still there is

assessing the prospects for thousands of endangered species:

room.’’25 After all, Muir was an immigrant himself.

‘‘Is this species verging on extinction? And if so, then to what

Yet he could also sympathize with disdain some felt for

causes will its extinction be due? What have been its relations

the masses of tourists who came to Yosemite to briefly view

to climate, soils, and other coniferous trees with which it is

its wonders and then depart without any evidence of

associated, or with which it competes? What are those rela-

a greater spiritual awareness. ‘‘All sorts of human stuff is

tions now? What are they likely to be in the future?’’22

being poured into our valley this year. & the blank fleshly

At the time of Muir’s death, the population of California

apathy with which most of it comes in contact with the rock

stood at three million people. Today the population tops

& water spirits of the place is most amazing. I do not wonder

thirty-eight million.23 By 2050 it is expected to grow to over

that the thought of such people being here makes you ‘mad,’’’

24

Although the Sierra Club—in which Muir

he wrote to a correspondent in 1870. But Muir was also

served as founding president—has had a history of strong

tolerant. His letter continued, ‘‘after all Mrs Carr, they are

views among some members favoring curtailing immigra-

about harmless they climb sprawlingly to their saddles.’’26

fifty million.
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Tree, Terraformed Mountain and Industrial Buildings, 2007, from LA Environs.

tion and stemming population growth, I don’t think this

Visitor numbers and their impact on Yosemite and other

would have been Muir’s way. In 1901 he wrote, ‘‘The United

national parks and wilderness areas remains hotly contested

States Government has always been proud of the welcome it

today. The number of visitors to Yosemite has risen to
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almost 3.7 million each year. Karen Klein, in the Los Angeles

twenty-first century, as we become more sensitive to the

Times, wrote of Yosemite Valley: ‘‘Cars vie for empty spots

preservation of biodiversity and understand how geography

along the road, and throngs of tourists march along paved

and genetics shape species, the limitations of Muir’s seem-

paths to the chief attractions, where they almost invariably

ingly subjective criteria have become more and more appar-

ignore signs to stay off the rocks. The parking lots are

ent. The geographic areas that support species that we hope

jammed; the concessions are located for convenient shop-

to preserve may shift outside the borders of our current

ping, dining, and lodging; and the campground is so

parks as the climate changes. At the same time, increasing

crammed with shoulder-to-shoulder tents that it looks more

demands on resources will mean that economic and

like a ripstop ghetto than the site of a nature experience.

resource constraints that are imposed by setting aside lands

Surely this isn’t what Muir had in mind either.’’27

will need to be carefully balanced. We need a new set of

What did Muir have in mind? I cannot find in his writings any definitive guidance for striking a balance between
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criteria for preservation and conservation, which in our time
have come closer to meaning the same thing.

tourism and preservation, or people’s needs for living space

Will Muir’s legacy—the current national park system and

and wilderness, or which lands should be developed and

network of other federally protected wilderness areas—sur-

which should be preserved. Muir fought to preserve what

vive through the twenty-fist century? It will depend on our

he personally found beautiful and otherwise interesting. In

capacity and will. In 1914, the US federal debt stood at about

general, this meant scenic mountains and forests. Muir’s

4 percent of the nation’s gross domestic product. Today the

bias has remained in place and influenced the selection of

public federal debt stands at 70 percent of GDP.28 It comes as

national parks over much of the past century. But in the

no surprise that in a time of declining governmental financial
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Brownfield Site, 2007, from A New Pastoral: Views of the San Joaquin Valley.
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Orchard and Irrigation Ditch, 2007, from A New Pastoral: Views of the San Joaquin Valley.
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capacity some conservative politicians have called for the sale

value of the natural world. An alternative is to bring nature to

of some of our national parks and other federal lands.

people through urban parks, open spaces, and wildlands at

Muir knew there would always be those who disagreed with

the edges of cities. This can be done in a way that sets aside

his preservation values. He had an innate distrust of the elite

new land for conservation that is accessible for an urban

and particularly the economically powerful. What kept him

population and affordable for cash-strapped agencies to over-

going was a faith in the transformative power of exposure to

see, as we’ve seen with the Santa Monica Mountains Conser-

nature. He believed that visiting places like Yosemite would

vancy in Los Angeles. Through a joint partnership of federal,

promote greater health and happiness for the American popu-

state, and local government and private parties, 450,000

lation and greater public support for parks. His message was

acres have been put aside for conservation and recreational

tailored to the Anglo-American world of a century ago. That

uses. The capacity and cost for management is shouldered by

strategy worked, and the US national park system is its fruit.

multiple partners making the costs more affordable for each.

But, today, we see a worrying trend. With the nation’s chang-

In many ways, this is a model for the future. This experience

ing ethnic demography and economics some researchers pre-

of nature may be different than Muir envisioned in his pre-

dict that this could lead to a decrease in the proportion of

occupation with remote wilderness parks such as Yosemite,

Americans visiting wilderness areas and parks such as Yose-

but he was an innovator and a realist. I think he would have

mite.29 One wonders if this could ultimately lead to an erosion

seen the value in such arrangements.

of broad public support for parks, wilderness, and conservation.

I think we can find practical solutions to twenty-first century

Bringing more people to Yosemite—as Muir might have

conservation problems very much in the spirit of Muir’s work.

suggested—may no longer be the best way to ensure societal

But what about Muir’s work itself? Can his writings and deeds
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continue to excite and incite despite the century between us?
I’ve read much of what Muir wrote. His unbridled enthusiasm
for the mountains and forests of California is at once naı̈vely
optimistic by modern standards and completely infectious. It
made us remember the same naı̈ve exuberance of childhood
and adolescent adventures in Yosemite and the Sierra.
I also reflected upon his darker writings regarding Hetch
Hetchy and the loss of that battle in the final year of his life.
I thought about how he might have retained his faith that
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